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ABSTRACT

Thanks to advances in machine learning in recent years the ability of AI agents to
act independently of human oversight, respond to their environment, and interact
with other machines has significantly increased, and is one step closer to human-like
towards modeling agency in artificial systems. In this light, the aim of this paper is
to develop a dual-process approach to the problem of AI agency perception, and to
discuss possible triggers of various agency perceptions. The article discusses the
agency attribution phenomenon, based on which the argument for the dual-process
nature of agency perception is developed. Two distinct types of thinking (processing) involved in human reasoning on AI agency are suggested: Type 1 and Type
2. The first one is fast, automatic, routine, and often unconscious; the second is
a slower, controlled, more conscious one. These two distinct types of processing can
yield differing and sometimes conflicting results for human cognition and interaction. The preliminary philosophical findings may contribute to further investigations
in philosophy of mind or cognitive psychology and could also be empirically tested
in HCI and UX studies.
Keywords: artificial intelligence; perceived agency; agency attribution.

1. INTRODUCTION

Intentional human action has always been distinguished from machine
operation, which is usually described as a repetitive and pre-programmed
activity. However, if we continue to define action by the demanding features
of intentions, desires, beliefs, and mental capabilities that are typical for
humans (cf. Brooks,
changes in the intelligent machine design and interactive media use that
, 2015,
p. 62). Artificial intelligence (AI) agents differ from human ones, but they
also differ from classical machines. Thanks to recent advances in machine
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learning and data science, the ability of AI agents to act independently of
human oversight, respond to their environment, and interact with other
machines has significantly increased, and is now one step closer to humanlike performance. For this reason, we can observe contemporary researchThe rapid development of artificial intelligence technology that started at
the end of the twentieth century and continues until now, has led to an explosion of various definitions of agency. According to various authors, an
(Kauffman, 2000, p.

m, 1994, p.
and a part of an environment that senses that environment and acts on it,
over time, in pursuit of its own agenda and so as to effect what it senses in
, 1996, p.
as perceiving its environment through sensors and acting upon that envi, 1995, p.
An] embodied
system [that pursues] internal or external goals by its own actions while in
continuous long-term interaction with the environment in which it is situat, 1995, p.
an ongoing and continuous interaction with their environment as an essen, 1995, p. 97), etc.
One can claim, however, that such definitions are incomplete, as they
strongly rely on intuitive or commonsense notions such as
-term interacrpretation. A good definition should be able to capture the meaning of the
term as used intuitively in science and everyday life, but at the same time, it
should be followed by an operational and precise conceptualization of the
term. In some cases, we cannot establish whether a system is a genuine
agent judging solely by its behavior because others can have a different interpretation of it. Researchers try to mitigate that effect to some extent by
enlisting and discussing necessary and sufficient conditions that are to be
met to classify a system as a genuine agent. Conditions, that are introduced
with precise, yet understandable terms.
For instance, Barandiaran, Di Paolo, and Rohde attempt to start with
a simple and non-controversial description of an agent. According to them,
doing something by itself according to certain goals or norms within a spe, 2009, p. 369). Then, the authors
discuss three necessary conditions that are hidden within their definition:
individuality, interactional asymmetry, and normativity. Individuality
means that a system should be distinguishable from its environment. Interactional asymmetry
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normativity
random or arbitrary, but are done following goals or norms, which provide
some sort of reference conditions for this activity.
It seems there is still no consensus on what such a minimal set of conditions should comprise, and new attempts are presented frequently. Thinking
about the Barandiaran et al. approach, one may argue it is impossible, or at
least is arbitrary, to decouple an agent from its environment, as well as to
point out a single source of asymmetrical interaction with no doubt. This
reasoning is discovered, for example, in (Rammert, 2015), where the author
conceptualizes machine agency as fragmented in many pieces and delegated
to myriads of pro-active and cooperative sub-systems showing low-level
agency themselves, that are invisible in our everyday interaction, as they are
strongly coupled in linear, sequential, or aggregated ways, into opaque yet
functional black-boxes. In (Rose, Jones, 2005), the authors introduce the
notion of the double dance of agency, claiming that human and machine
operation outcomes are not determined by either, but emergent from the
process of their interaction. As interactions between humans and intelligent
machines and other systems become nowadays increasingly indistinguishable, it is difficult to establish whether a system is an individual, homogenous
source of activity in its environment in order to be considered a genuine
agent (cf. e.g. Nass et al., 1994; Appel et al., 2012; Araujo, 2018). In humanmachine networks (HMNs), agency of the individual parts may be not prima
facie accessible, and significant cognitive work must be done to decouple
relational structure, looking for individual agents in a kind of ex-post rationalization attempt.
Considering a range of approaches to defining AI agency, I have recently
developed two meta-concepts aggregating other accounts, which are point
and network notions of agency (Rabiza, 2022). By the former, I mean notions that describe conditions for
functional organization. Point notions define AI agency according to various
attributes, such as those mentioned by Barandiaran et al. The latter capture
g or someone posRabiza, 2022,
p. 3). Here, we can classify all models attempting to explain machine agency
as an emergent product of a process of human-machine interaction with
many intertwined an
Furthermore, I suggested that the point-network theoretical distinction follows the
dual-process nature of AI agency perception in humans (Rabiza, 2022, 3). In
this paper, my aim is to further develop a dual-process approach to the
problem of AI agency perception, and to discuss possible triggers of various
agency perceptions.
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2. DUAL-PROCESS AGENCY PERCEPTION

Researchers tend to admit that machine agency exists, although it differs
from that of humans, and is
per
p. 4). Taking this into account, my focus is
on an epistemological perspective of the AI agency perception problem. According to conducted literature research, artificial intelligence is foremostly
perceived (e.g. Appel et al., 2012; Araujo, 2018; Araujo et al., 2020; Banks
2019; Engen et al., 2016; Jackson, Williams, 2020; Lucas et al., 2018; Rose,
Truex, 2000; Silva, 2019) and attributed
Althoefer, 2021; McEneaney, 2009; Moon, Nass, 1998; Rose, Jones, 2005;
Zafari, Koeszegi, 2020) during a human-computer interaction (HCI).1 This
brings us to the idea that agency attribution may be related dual-process
nature of AI agency perception in humans.
Various dual-process and dual-system theories have become popular in
psychology and cognitive science research (cf. an overview of such theories
in Frankish, 2010). Arguably, the most well-known categories in the field
omatic sys
System 1 operates automatically and quickly, with little or no effort and no
sense of voluntary control. System 2 allocates attention to the effortful mental
activities that demand it, including complex computations. The operations of
System 2 are often associated with the subjective experience of agency,
choice, and concentration. (Kahneman, 2011, p. 22)

A form of somewhat similar dual-process theory may apply to the problem of AI agency perception. I argue that there are two distinct types of
thinking (processing) involved in human reasoning on AI agency: Type 1
and Type 2. The first one is fast, automatic, routine, and often unconscious;
the second is a slower, controlled, more conscious one. These two distinct
types of processing can yield differing and sometimes conflicting results for
human cognition and interaction.
Type 1 processing triggers a point-type agency perception during HCI.
Attempting to interpret intelli
-like behavior entails
making attributions about possible causal relationships and mechanisms
governing their operation. In the Type 1 mode of thinking, we are likely to
attribute agential status to a technical artifact thanks to a mental mecha1
an
(Nomura et al., 2019) to artificial actors based on the perception of AI action-outcome contiguity
and causality that triggers a sense of external agency. Claims on the phenomenon of attributing
human-typical qualities to machines are widely supported by empirical pieces of evidence pointing
to a human tendency towards both mindful and mindless anthropomorphism of artificial entities
(e.g., Kim, Sundar, 2012; Nass et al., 1995; Nowak, Biocca, 2003).
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nism I propose naming the agential stance.2 Daniel Dennett identifies three
basic mental strategies to explain the behavior of external-world objects,
ntentional stance (Dennett, 1987). The intentional stance focuses on a reasongiving explanation of an action in terms of assumed mental properties of an
agent namely that an agent has certain desires and beliefs and acts rationally towards their completion. Indeed, studies seem to indicate that humans
to some extent tend to adopt an intentional stance towards artificial agents
and give mentalistic explanations of their actions (Marchesi et al., 2019).
The proposed agential stance can be regarded as yet more folk-psychological,
instrumentally rational heuristics for predicting, explaining, and generating
quasi-stable interpretations of the external world phenomena, by a mindful as
well as a mindless attribution of agency (agential status assumption) to its
objects3. Accordingly, a human user in the agential stance tends to perceive AI
agents as genuine, even human-like agents, because agency attribution makes
an overall HCI easier and less effortful, improving the overall first-person user
experience.
One may assume Type 1 processing works spontaneously and automatically in HCIs involving AI agents and user interfaces designed for smooth
social interactions, such as social robots or socially intelligent agents (SIAs)
(e.g., Dautenhahn, 1998, Dautenhahn et al., 2006; Persson et al., 2001) or
affective social robots (e.g. Sengers, 2002; cf. Marchesi et al., 2019). It is less
likely that Type 1 thinking will occur equally in interactions with machines
devoid of similar anthropomorphic cues or a human-centered design.
In those circumstances, when agency attribution towards an artificial
agent is too cognitively demanding for a human user, Type 2 processing
would be expected to occur. This mode of thinking triggers a different, network-type agency perception during HCI. My argument here is that, as the
human mind tends to interpret and model the behavior of external-world
objects for cognitive reasons, to rationalize external agency, we automatically perceive AI agents as entities entangled in stable alliances of many actors
2 Agency attribution in the agential stance should not be confused with the similar category of intentional binding effect, which refers to the subjective experience of the compressed temporal interval between voluntary action and its external sensory consequence (as a result action and outcome
are perceived as being closer together in time) and is sometimes used as in an implicit measure of
the first-person sense of agency (SoA) (e.g., Desantis et al., 2012; Moore, Obhi, 2012; Obhi, Hall,
2011; Suzuki et al., 2019). Agential stance, on the other hand, describes a folk-psychological mechanism of attribution based on the perception of AI action-outcome contiguity and causality, triggering
the sense of external action ownership (third-person SoA) in the one observing an action similar to

to agency attribution.
3 This approach is in line with the cognitive miser theory in psychology, claiming that a human
mind has a natural tendency to avoid spending too much of a cognitive effort and simplify the thinking process whenever possible (Stanovich, 2009; 2011). As Fiske and
lim
Taylor 1991, p. 41).
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involved in the human-machine network.4 In the agency-status analysis,
a human observer looks for both a net of external relations around the agent
and its internal structure. These agential powers may comprise mediated
hardware and software
architectures, algorithms, datasets, and end-users with their material practices, as well as relations with other machines and human agents that are
5 Type 2 processing is therefore a more complex and controlled way of reasoning on external action
seeking the consistency and quasi-stability that comes from a coherent view
thought processes focused on decomposing, deconstructing, measuring, and
analyzing the relational nature of HMN agency with more of a scientific or
theoretic (albeit in a
(cf. Crisp, Turner, 2014).

3. POSSIBLE TRIGGERS OF VARIOUS AGENCY PERCEPTIONS

What can trigger this range of AI agency perceptions
be many (or very few) potential factors influencing the transition between
Type 1 and Type 2 thinking about AI agency, resulting in point and network
types of perceptions. An empirical study could outline a possible direction
for further research. Instead, I would like to pose a hypothesis about one of
the potential breaking points in the perception of AI agency that is rooted in
the principles of AI design.
In Being and Time, Martin Heidegger differentiates two phenomenological modes of toolitudes to
-at-atAs Graham Harman puts it:
The latter term, ready-to-hand, refers to equipment that remains concealed
from view insofar as it functions effectively. Present-at-hand, the opposite
writings objects present in consciousness are called present-at-hand, and so are
and so is the physical concept of objective matter occupying a distinct point in
space-time.
At any rate, present-at-hand and ready-to-hand are not two different types of
entities. Instead, all entities oscillate between these two separate modes: the
4 What I mean here, is that faced with no easy access to individual agency perception we tend to
look for a bigger picture in order to make sense.
5 If external action cannot be easily rationalized by assigning causative status to an object, interpretations based on network (relational, structural) characteristics become an epistemically useful
mean to an end.
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cryptic withdrawal of readiness-to-hand and the explicit accessibility of presence-at-hand.
n, 2019, pp. 18 19)

A tool is ready-at-hand when it is perceived as a handy piece of equipment to be used for achieving some goal. It consists of multiple parts
(such as a hammer comprising a head, claw, or handle) but they are
(Harman, 2019, p. 18). Most frequently, we deal with tools within this kind
of practical relation, taking them for granted as items of everyday use. The
moment the tool is broken, however, it becomes present-at-hand. The tool
then reveals its secrets to Dasein, who now perceives it in a more scientific
or theoretic perspective, concerned only with the bare factuality of its constituent parts, regardless of its usefulness, and with no subjective context
involved.
Per analogiam, a tool malfunction can be one of many potential triggers
for a dual-process AI agency perception (or a machine agency perception in
general). Another potential candidate closely related to AI design patterns
could be AI interpretability.6 A hypothesis I would like to pose concerns
a possible negative correlation between the perceived agency of AI systems
and their interpretability. The more the AI system is opaque and hides its
inner workings as a nontransparent and poorly interpretable black-box
(while still providing smooth interaction and good user experience), the
more likely a human user will adopt Type 1 thinking along with point-type
agency perceptions.
On the other hand, the more AI systems implement interpretability
showing their mechanisms of operation (inner workings as well as outer
relations), as more explainable without the need of a mentalistic approach
uman user will turn to Type 2 processing and network-type perceptions, trying to rationalize the role of an AI system within a more complex HMN
agentive structure.
Dual-processing in AI agency perception influenced by factors such as AI
interpretability may sometimes yield conflicting results. Spontaneous agency attribution in Type 1 processing may improve the overall user experience
and even trigger social reactions while interacting with AI (Appel et al.,
2012; Araujo, 2018; Cowley, Gahrn-Andersen, 2021; Lucas et al., 2018).
Controlled and rationalized network thinking may impede agency attribupotential.

6 AI is interpretable when humans can easily understand the reasoning behind predictions and
decision making of the model. The more interpretable and transparent the AI agent is, the easier it is
for the user to comprehend it and trust it.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this article was to develop a dual-process approach to AI
agency perception that was previously suggested in (Rabiza, 2022), and to
discuss possible triggers of various agency perceptions.
I argue that there are two distinct types of thinking (processing) involved
in human reasoning on AI agency: Type 1 and Type 2. The first is fast, automatic, routine, and often unconscious; the second is slower, controlled, and
more conscious. These two distinct types of processing can yield differing
and sometimes conflicting results for human cognition and interaction.
Type 1 processing triggers a point-type agency perception during HCI. In the
Type 1 mode of thinking, we are likely to attribute agential status to a technical artifact. However, when agency attributJion towards an artificial agent
is too cognitively demanding for a human user, Type 2 processing is expected to occur. This mode of thinking triggers a different, network-type
agency perception during HCI. It is a more complex way of reasoning on
external action, seeking the consistency and stability that comes from a cohesis on a possible negative correlation between the perceived agency of AI
systems and their interpretability. The more the AI system is opaque and
hides its inner workings as a nontransparent and poorly interpretable blackbox, the more likely a human user will adopt Type 1 thinking along with
point-type agency perception. The more AI systems implement interpretability showing their mechanisms of operation (inner workings as well as
outer relations) as more explainable without the need of a mentalistic approach to generate behavioral predictions, the more likely a human user will
turn to Type 2 processing and network-type perception, trying to rationalize
the role of an AI system within a more complex HMN agentive structure.
The preliminary philosophical findings may contribute to further investigations in philosophy of mind or cognitive psychology and could also be
empirically tested in HCI and UX studies.
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